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EVALUATION CRITERIA

“ON THE CITY”

“ON THE TEAM”

Cities as we know them in are in crisis. Climate
change, resource scarcity, cultural flux, migration
are challenging many of our preconceptions of the
city and how (social and service ) infrastructure is
located, conceived and framed to respond to citizens
and need. With various different entry points into the
milieu of design strategies for urban development, the
importance of the “neighbourhood or precinct as the
building block of urban change is increasingly returning
as a valuable entry point for the re-articulation of the
social imaginary of the city. Whilst the morphological
character of cultural precincts must set a curatorial tone
which speaks to creativity, artistic endeavour and social
innovation, these precincts are increasingly becoming
a new type of socio-economic engine with architectural
as well economic development implications. The
necessity to differentiate these “sites of being,” into
recognisable as well as unfamiliar forms of patterns
of behaviour and presence is required to enable these
precincts to flourish as sites of discovery and activity;
where the architecture and urbanism is compelling
and attractive, but does not over-determine the rights
of the user, and the purpose of the precinct as a whole.
Whereas Richard Florida’s notion of a creative class
is not a panacea for low growth, crime and automatic
social upliftment, what is undeniable is the potential
ripple effect created by functioning creative clusters
and their role in the triple-helix of innovation under
certain ideal conditions.

Our approach to architecture and design is that it
is an exercise requiring socio-cultural sensitivity,
an appreciation of ancient landscapes and cultural
practices, whilst firmly locating the design in terms
of contemporary and meaningful expressions. This
sensibility is supported by the diverse nature of
the team and the design voices within, building on
difference and diversity as a strength.

Whilst the notion of artistic precincts is healthy supported
and contested both in practice and in theory at the global
scale, they remain critical tools for cities to position and
strengthen and evolve their creative resources. Whilst
rampant gentrification often renders such exercises a
potential blight on adjoining real estate conditions, the
physical fragility of this particular site is contrasted by its
resilient real estate setting and appropriate construct as a
potential site of invention, delight, and architectural joy at
the universal scale of the human body.
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Approaching architecture and its associated urbanism as a
catalytic device for ongoing discovery requires a stratagem
and parti which is layered with spatial depth and an ability
to read and imagine the site from a number of physical and
conceptual vantage points. Thus the method of design is
based on the consumption and production of tangible data
to order the site and its components, as well as engendering
an ongoing critical gap analysis based on precedent,
normative operational ideals as well as mapping intangible
qualities of place and possibility and memory. This blend
of empirical and the imagination affords this team the
critical objectivity to discover what the Gold Coast can be
in conjunction with its users, (current and imagined). This
is done to resist the temptation to brand and impose self
referential and stylistic overtures, which in time would fade
with relevance and impact for its users.
This team is composed to explore the potential of the
brief and the site in this spirit of multiple perspectives and
narratives, ranging from and not exclusive to- cultural
mappings, commercial sensitivity, aesthetic discourse,
functional pragmatism, resilient urban development,
biodiversity stratagems as well as operational efficiency.
With a proven knowledge bank ranging from South Africa,
Australia, America, Europe the team presents a unique
blend of emerging and established talent that is culturally
diverse, and offers the stamina, rigor and inventiveness
that arises from a critical engagement with multiple issues
in parallel.

These strengths translate into an understanding of the
multiple conceptual narratives pertaining to the potential
site, the ability to deliver excellence on measured and
finite resources, and the engagement of the client and the
user as a participant in unlocking the full potential of the
design and its socio-spatial impacts on the community
and regional environment.
Led by Makeka Design Laboratory, a multi award
winning architecture, urbanism and strategic planning
studio based in Cape Town, South Africa and partnered
with EFGH a prominent boutique architecture outfit in
Manhattan, New York, the studios have a contemporary
approach to design that balances the pragmatic with the
poetic.
The team has an intimate knowledge of the operational
mechanics of museum- arts center design as well the
institutional, financial and operational context in which
such projects reside. These works demonstrate a
subtle and detailed awareness of spatial and cultural
locality whilst being firmly rooted and relevant in broader
international discourses around social innovation, design,
resilient urban practices and resource smart design.
Through an expertise in large scale Interchange design
as well city-scale scenario planning for sustainable
transport infrastructure, the work ranges from the artistic,
domestic to urban/educational and social infrastructure
scale. Mokena Makeka has served as an external critic
at numerous renowned universities including Columbia
University in New York.

EFGH have had extensive involvement in the world
renowned High Line in Manhattan, art installation and
numerous exemplary multimedia, art, architecture and
public space projects, and an ongoing academic role
in Princeton University as well as Pratt institute in New
York.
Arrival at webcity from Bundall Road Supported by Buro Happold, world leaders in sustainable
urban development frameworks, museum/ education
infrastructure design, the design team is further coupled
with DLand studio, a world recognised landscape design
practice. Crone partners of Australia is an essential local
partner with extensive knowledge of existing conditions
and experience in supporting foreign led design
projects.

MAKEKA
DESIGN LAB
Makeka Design Lab specializes in
concept driven design projects.
Architecture, Cultural mapping,
Strategic and spatial development
frameworks, Institutional and
business strategy for museums/
cultural enterprises
Interchange design and
landscape.

EFGH
offers a diverse range of work,
from large-scale public spaces
to media design, from buildings and
interior architecture to urban design
competitions. Services in Architecture,
Interiors, Furniture design, Residential,
Commercial, Educational, Designbuild, Mixed-use.

CRONE
PARTNERS
provides expertise in all aspects of
Master Planning,
Environmental Planning,
Urban Design,
Architecture,
Project Implementation
Construction Admin
Project Management
Interior Design

BURO
HAPPOLD
offers the full range of Engineering services; Urban Design and
Planning, Regeneration and Master
planning, Transport Planning, Access
and Disability Design Consultancy,
Sustainability Consultancy, Quantity
Surveying, Project Management
and Cost Engineering.

dland
studio

provides an integrated approach
to planning, programming, and
design. Leader and collaborator on
large consultant teams that include
architects, artists, landscape architects,
planners, and engineers. Helps enrich
team consideration of expressions
of landscape meaning.

SMALL SCALE

MEDIUM SCALE

LARGE SCALE

MUSEUM ARTS_CULTURE

SYNTACTIC
WEB CITY
Australia is a land of exquisite contradictions, at once an island and continent,
its interior topography contrasting with its edge conditions, its socio-cultural
xity deepened
deepene
ed by its history and evolving pacific re
complexity
relationships.

PACIFIC INNOVATION CORRIDOR

CREATIVE WEB

Emergent

LIVING ART CENTRE
The living Arts center is an accretion of program and hive
of activity which offers a calm vertical expression. Layering
program into the web offers a prominent visual role in the
heart of the site and, and its vertical austerity offers a special
and spatial counterpoint to the horizontality of the museum.

The design intentionally engages with water and its controlled proximities
as a design opportunity. Nature is imagined as a valuable contextual
informant.
This “deep topography,” offers a host of strategic
advantages:

The central lobby is the “mixing chamber” that visually
and physically connects to both the performance space
on the one side, and the rehearsal and production
space on the other. The new drama theater
overlooks the lake, and show-cases the
Gold Coast as the back drop for the
performance.
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2013
THE MUSEUM
It is conceived as a series of fragments to
heighten a sense of arrival and mystery without
compromising on functionality.

FUTURE GROWTH
The Artscape-web can absorb varying degrees of
densification through the insertion of permanent and
temporary installation spaces with different relationships to
earth, sky and water.

The Great Hall is a dramatic light-filled bunker sunken
into the earth, to reduce its apparent scale and minimise
operational costs by exploiting adjacent thermal massing.

NICHES FOR BIODIVERSITY AND CULTIVATED
LANDSCAPES
The web offers pockets for fragrances, plant types and
conditions where park and wetland overlap coherently and in
dialogue with the architecture. The landscape showcases
different types of native- Australian landscapes; from
arid, red sands in the dryer upland zones to fringe
wetlands and open water in the flood zones,
creating a variegated species palette.
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Established

Emergent Transitional Established

The scheme recognises
es this and the specificity of the site in its evolv
evolving role
e in the Gold Coast
as a creative engine for growth and
a
cultural creativ
creativity.
ity It’s interlacing w
web of topographies,
opographies, treats
ounds experiential
the built fabric as constellations in a dynamic mesh of movement that foregrounds
qualities. Inspired by ancient forms of migration and movement; aboriginal,, colonial, social,
etc and catapulting this strategy to embrace the contemporary migration off knowledge into
networks of innovation, the scheme is a cultural web which is a physical net and refuge fo
for
or
ideas and people with multimedia media interface opportunities across the fabric
fabric.
c.

WEB

Transitional

SCREEN

The collections are pavilions that safely hover above the
delicate fringe of the site offering a daring relationship to
the water, and pivot to take advantage of sculpted views.
Framed by an ephemeral perforated metal shell, the
museum provides interstitial spaces which allow for
passive engagement with the museum. It is a
lateral gesture which projects cultural value in
a horizontal rather than vertical fashion.
BRIDGE

CANOPY

SKYLINE

CAVE

COLUMN

URBAN RESILIENCE
Climate change in coastal regions will
experience heightened extremes of weather.
Designed inundation becomes a factor in the
site strategy as well as the mitigation of stormwater
into the riparian system. Mitigation of wind turbulence is
enhanced by the new terrains that offer height, depth and
visual impact.
SPATIAL VARIETY
The web creates spaces on the site; open air vista conditions,
covered walkways, subterranean conditions to bohemian
and sacred spaces and spatial moments which exaggerate
movement, and the dance of natural light. This porosity
allows for spaces of a complex and heterogeneous
character, inviting repeated re-discovery and shaded
refuge, channelling air movement to
provide a temperate
habitable outdoor
space.

Terra nemo gallery
(Outdoor rogue art gallery installation zone)

16 hour creative high street

Arts and design boulevard

Arts walk route

MOVEMENT
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KEY:
1.

Artscape web

2.

Museum shard pavilions

3.

Sunken Great Hall

4.

Living arts center

5.

Aboriginal cultural resource
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dedicated bicycle routes
bicycle friendly routes
walking trails

center pavilion
6.

VIEWS

Sunken chapel of light

7.

GCC Council chambers retained

8.

GCC administration building
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Views of Nerang river

2
3

merged with museum
9.

Innovation and academic
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research (future)
10. Innovation hub and business
precinct (future)
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11. Floating constructed wetlands
and water-taxi park
Temporary public art platform

Views of Nerang river
11

views from the site
view boulevards

GREEN SPACES AND BRIDGES

Ficinia nodosa

Distichlis distichophylla

Ozothamnus
ferrugineus

Baumea juncea

Samolus
repens

Leptospermum
lanigerum

Sarcocornia
quinqueflora

FRINGING/TRANSITION

FRINGING ZONE

Basement Plan

Melaleuca
squarrosa

Spectator and Spectacle

Building Hierarchy

Inundation / Flood lines

View from Nerang River on Museum, Chapel, Art Centre and Bridge

Villarsia reniformis

TRANSITION

Ground Floor Plan

Access and Movement

Eleocharis
acuta

Crassula helmsii

Melaleuca halmaturorum

Potomogeton
tricarinatus

Landscaping

Phragmites
australis

Tertiary Web Plan

Public and Private Zones

Site B: Development

Lemna disperma

TRANSITION/OPEN WATER

Median Web Plan

Public and Private Zones

Cotula coronopifolia

South View from Bundall Road

View on Green Bridge

Passiflora edulis
EDIBLE

Citrus

Vitis vinifera

Ficus carica

Lobby exterior under web

Theatre

View from Nerang
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MUSEUM PLANS (not to scale)
NET OPERATING FLOOR AREA
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Diagram of Living Arts Centre

Section AA

Entrance from Artscape to Great Hall and Museum beyond

Level +2

A

Evening view of Artscape and Living Art Centre

Level +1

A

A

Section through Living Arts Centre

Level -1

Water Sculpture Garden under Museum Shell

